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ABSTRACT:  

Buses are an critical means of public shipping in India. In metropolitan towns like Mumbai and Delhi, 10-15 million humans tour via public delivery buses daily. 

Today, within the era of Digital India (a marketing campaign launched by means of the Government of India) and Cashless Economy, public transport wishes to 

conform the technology advancement. Even although the public transport buses have been imparting fairly first-rate services, there's a want for smart and dependable 

gadget. The predominant issues experienced through the passengers are undue ready time at bus stops, non-refund of balance, negligence to offer seat to other 

passengers, and so on. Thus, to provide an agile and clean ticketing experience, we have proposed the smart software so one can robotically allocate the seat to 

passenger, can reserve ticket digitally and mode of price could be cash less thereby promoting digitalization and smart cities initiatives. The source of the user may 

be added robotically while connected to the tool established on the bus prevent. The user can check the availability of seats, e book tickets, get these at routinely 

through efficient novel algorithm and the predicted ready time. If seats aren't vacant, our set of rules will correctly all at these at that can be vacant in shortest time. 

The user might be able to e book the ticket most effective once they connect to the tool mounted on the bus stop and will pay digitally thru our portal thereby 

experiencing very at ease and smart reserving bus service. Users who do not have a clever telephone might be capable of perform all the functions referred to above 

via the device established at the bus stop. The price tag reserving will generate an acknowledgment on the way to act as an e-Ticket so  as to be confirmed through 

the bus conductor. For the convenience of the passengers talking and know-how exceptional languages our utility can be available in a couple of languages 

Keywords—E-Ticket 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The public nearby transportation machine remains using the old-fashion approaches for ticketing, the conductor problems the price tag to the person that 

is inconvenient and time-consuming. People stand in queues for a long quantity of time looking ahead to the conductor to difficulty the ticket. Therefore, 

it's far tiresome and wastage of strength. Some people travel through public neighborhood shipping without shopping the ticket and because of this, there's 

increase in the crowd, exceeding the ability of the bus. . Some other commonplace troubles faced via commuters in bus delivery are undue waiting time, 

inadequate time for getting tickets, non-refund of balances, etc. To overcome all of the above-mentioned issues, we've got proposed a extra superior 

system for smart towns which provides e-ticketing for the civilians. The problem of paper wastage may be overcome by way of using E-tickets while 

using coins may be decreased by using the use of Digital pockets. Therefore, our proposed system may be in a position repair the above disadvantages 

cited. Our android-based totally device will restore the risks of the cutting-edge public neighborhood delivery price tag reserving device. Our proposed 

software might be capable of cope with the era of E-price ticket having QR code, the consumer will ought to pick the supply and destination after which 

the buses could be displayed in line with the path that's short and green. On-time price ticket price via scanning of QR-code that's digitalized and we are 

going one step closer to the inexperienced environment by using keeping off using paper. Validation and authentication of the ticket is done by means of 

the conductor because of which the people traveling without shopping the ticket will now not be allowed to tour. The modern-day function of the bus 

may be tracked via the consumer after buying the price ticket. 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

In India, public transportation is an essential a part of anyone's life. Buses are the maximum common sort of public transportation utilised by Indian 

individuals to get to their destinations on a day by day foundation. Because it is so extensively used, the Indian bus system has some of issues, such as 

no specific foreign money, which means that each the tourist and the conductor are probably to be quick on cash. In those instances, the conductor may 

additionally refuse to reimburse the passenger for the ultimate sum. The passenger may additionally every so often misplace the paper price tag, 

necessitating the purchase of a brand new ticket or the Payment of a penalty. The goal of this initiative is to alter the cutting-edge scenario to keep away 

from the troubles produced by way of it and to offer a better tour for the passengers; an android application become applied to transform the bus ticketing 

device right into a digitalized and green method. This idea could allow Indian residents move cashless without having to fear about sporting change or 
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taking it out in a packed bus. To enforce and design a web software which may be a large answer for the bus ticketing device in day after day lifestyles 

and the development to wards the digitalization of the Metropolitician metropolis. 

3. EXISTING METHOD 

    In the prevailing system, the conductor in the bus has to visit every passenger one after the other. 

    The conductor then has to enquire each  passenger about  their vacation spot and increase a ticket manually on a paper roll. 

    The conductor has to issue the ticket to the passenger to gather the bus fare. The Passenger has to carry change for bus fare or the conductor has to go 

back the trade, which   frequently leads to struggle 

    If the given price ticket is lost through the passenger, has to shop for the ticket once more paying the full bus fare. 

4. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Macia Mut, M. Magda and C. Payeras, A survey of electronic ticketing applied to transport, 2007. [1]E-ticketing systems have achieved worldwide 

renowned and public transport can surely benefit from these  technological advances. Sanam Kazi, Murtuza Bagasrawala, Farheena Shaikh, Anamta 

Sayyed [2]A survey of Smart E-Ticketing System for Public Transport Bus, 2018.A smart application that will automatically allocate the seat to passenger, 

can reserve ticket digitally and mode of payment will be cashless thereby promoting digitalization and smart cities initiatives is proposed. V. 

Kamalesh,Vikram Ravindra, Pradeep P Bomble, M. Pavan, B. Chandan, S. Srivatsa [3] A survey of Virtual ticketing system,2011. This paper proposes 

a relatively hassle-free and eco-friendly electronic ticketing system that will influence the lives of millions of people around the globe, who use public 

transport. C. U. Reddy, D. V. P. Reddy, N. Srinivasan and J. A. Mayan, [4] Bus ticket system for public transport using QR code ,2019. R.S. Krishnan, 

S. Manikandan, J.R.F. Raj, K.L. Narayanan and Y.H. Robinson, "Android application-based smart bus transportation system for pandemic 

situations", 2021. L´aszl´oBarab´as, R´eka-Andrea K´aroly, and K´aroly Simon, "Live tracking frameworkfor public transportation systems. [5] In 

Intelligent Systems and Informatics (SISY)," in 2012 IEEE 10th Jubilee International Symposium, 2012. Arnau Vives-Guasch, Maria-Magdalena 

PayerasCapell`a, MUTPUIGSERVER Macia, JordiCastell`a-Roca, and Josep-Llu´ıs FerrerGomila, [6]"A secure e-ticketing scheme for mobile devices 

with near field communication (nfc) that includes exculpability and reusability," in IEICE TRANSACTIONS on Information and Systems, 2012. S. 

Poomrittigul, A. Koomsubsiri, H.L. Aung, P. Sasithong and L. Wuttisittikulkij, [7] Ticket machine queuing system design application for service 

efficiency simulation and comparison", 2020 . 
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6. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

This project objectives to provide solution for maintaining Bus E Ticket statistics the use of a database. Online Bus E Ticket I noticed EB utility that lets 

in humans to get Bus price tag through on-line. The purpose of this mission I is to minimize using man power, with out making them to await buying the 

ticket. Online Bus price ticket device enables to lessen the paper work, time consumption and makes the manner of having Bus price tag in a easy and 

lots quicker way. User can recharge their account pockets for getting the price tag any time. Admin can view all users’ details and stability via its login. 

7.IMPLEMENTATION 

A module is a split group of software program or hardware. Typically tendencies of modular detail consist of portability, which lets in them to be used in 

a variety of system and interoperability that allows them to feature with the components of other gadget. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.1 MODULES 

    Verification of user details 

    Process of purchasing Eticket 
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    Generation of E-ticket 

    Enforcing the Security 

7.1.1 Verification of user details  

In this module, the user need to sign in themselves by means of supplying the specified statistics using the national ID that is Aadhar card, License, Pan 

card, Voter ID, Passport, and so on.., to verify the person. The new register has to enter their Name, User call, Email id, Gender, Age, Phone no and these 

records might be saved within the Cloud within the safe manner. These person account information may be verified and approved by way of the cloud 

administrator. The repute is updated mechanically if the administrator accepts or rejects the utility. After the approval of account we are able to login to 

the web page. The registered users after a success login can check their utility status in this module. The customers can also view charge status together 

with the other bus e-price ticket records. The bus e-price ticket expiration time and date is also displayed in this module. 

7.1.2 Process of purchasing E ticket  

Once the person login to the website he/she should input the supply and destination of their travel area. It will list down all of the to be had buses with 

the irrespective timings and with the destined time. After getting into the bus he/she will be ask to enter the bus specific ID (TN 14 XXXX) to choose the 

bus that they're going to travel. After this technique they should input the No of passenger who're all journeying with them and it mechanically calculate 

the fee of the tickets in line with the supply and vacation spot of the passenger. After that they need to purchase the E-price ticket using the MTC E-

ticketing wallet. 

7.1.3 Generation of E-ticket 

In this module, we create the e-price ticket by means of using the SOTA algorithm to secure the trade with none accommodation the safety. After 

conforming the price ticket it leads to the fee page in which he/she input the One Time Password (OTP) to verify transaction and it's going to generate 

the e- price tag using the information from the preceding pages. This e-price tag might be intimated to the respective bus conductor through a notification 

in his login and it'll be uploaded to the user profile the usage of the cloud. 

 7.1.4 Enforcing the Security 

For protection motives, it is not safe for a patron to provide his payment information directly to an online service provider over the World Wide Web 

(WWW), even in encrypted or hashed form. Providing sensitive economic statistics to an online service provider, even in an encrypted shape, makes it 

prone to dangers of financial exploitation/fiduciary abuse. When a web person buy his price tag, he's most effective concerned with receiving his payment 

from a consumer for the objects bought. So, if the consumer presents his payment facts directly to the fee gateway, and the fee gateway sends the charge 

to the conductor, the conductor does no longer require the consumer’s fee. In this, we propose a comfy on line charge system in which a customer want 

now not offer his charge information to the conductor for the person to get paid for the web buy made by means of the consumer. 
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8. RESULTS 

The most commonplace language of PHP is used for its implementation. Along with that MYSQL Database is used as databases for consumer and price 

tag statistics respectively. This web software may be changed in keeping with any kind of delivery device. But that is defined completely for Metropolitan 

City Buses. This web software reduces the guide paintings of both price ticket bookers and price tag checkers. It is essentially the transition from a guide 

to a digital machine for ticket reserving of in addition to ticket checking of City Buses Unique code used for consumer validation ensures the safety of 

the device. Automatically available Bus time permits the consumer to e-book tickets in step with his convenience. 
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9. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

All of the traditional methods have been changed in current years because of technological advancements. Travelers may additionally journey with out 

strain thanks to the smart bus ticketing gadget. Converting public transportation into more relaxed modes of transportation increases accessibility and 

usage. The efficient use of public transportation is one of the answers to the rising site visitors trouble in big towns. The person can consequently sign up 

for brand new bus E-price tag by imparting the necessary facts. The administrator perspectives and verifies the furnished statistics and approves if the 

desired situations are happy. The records stored inside the cloud is especially secured. The fundamental advantage is consumer can access the records on 

every occasion required.The challenge in future may be developed the usage of biometric system for security reasons.The software also can be advanced 

as Ios utility wherein in it is able to attain many customers. 
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